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The Modern Tagine Cookbook: Delicious recipes for Moroccan one-pot meals
Named Cookbook of the Year by the Sunday Times (UK) Fortnum & Mason Food & Drink Awards
Cookery Book of the Year 2015 The Guild of Food Writer's (UK) Award Winner for Best First Book
"Honey & Co.'s food--taking its cue from generations of dedicated home cooks--captures everything that
is generous, hearty, and delicious in the Middle East."--Yotam Ottolenghi After falling in love through
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their shared passion for food, Itamar Srulovich and Sarit Packer launched Honey & Co., one of London's
hottest new restaurants, in 2012. Since opening the doors, they have created exquisite dishes, delectable
menus, and an atmosphere that's as warm, inviting, and exotic as the food they serve. Recipes include
spreads and dips, exquisitely balanced salads, one-pan dishes, simple fragrant soups, rich Persian
entrees, the tagines of North Africa, the Sofritos of Jerusalem, and the herb-infused stews of Iran.
HONEY & CO. brings the flavors of the Middle East to life in a wholly accessible way, certain to entice
and satisfy in equal measure.

Vegetarian Tagines & Cous Cous
My Vietnamese Kitchen is a collection of recipes passed down through Uyen Luu’s family. Uyen was
born in Saigon and spent her childhood there before leaving Vietnam in the aftermath of the war. She
regularly travels back there to visit family and pick up more classic and modern recipes for dishes found
in the homes and on the streets of Vietnam. The recipes in the book tell a story—about Uyen’s family and
the culture of food in Vietnam. In essence, the food of her country aims to strike the perfect balance
between sweet, sour, salty, bitter, hot and umami, and to cater for any occasion and time of day, every
mood and ailment. Uyen describes some of the most commonly used produce and guides you through
chapters such as Breakfast, Soups, Snacks, Noodles, Lunch & Dinner, and Sweets, weaving in tales of
etiquette, personal history and tradition and providing evocative photos of her travels throughout.
Popular recipes include pho soup, banh mi baguettes and summer rolls.
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My Vietnamese Kitchen
Lose weight, lower cholesterol, significantly reduce the risk of disease, and become physically fit--in
just 4 weeks. Professional athlete-turned-firefighter Rip Esselstyn is used to responding to emergencies.
So, when he learned that some of his fellow Engine 2 firefighters in Austin, TX, were in dire physical
condition-several had dangerously high cholesterol levels (the highest was 344!)-he sprang into action
and created a life-saving plan for the firehouse. By following Rip's program, everyone lost weight (some
more than 20 lbs.), lowered their cholesterol (Mr. 344's dropped to 196), and improved their overall
health. Now, Rip outlines his proven plan in this book. With Rip as your expert coach and motivator,
you'll transform your body and lifestyle in a month. His plant-powered eating plan is based on a diet of
whole foods, including whole grains, fresh fruits, vegetables, legumes, nuts, and seeds. This invaluable
guide features: Dozens of easy, mouthwatering recipes-from pancakes to pizza, Tex-Mex favorites to
knockout chocolate desserts-that will keep you looking forward to every bite Pantry-stocking tips will
take the panic out of inevitable cravings and on-the-fly meals Guidelines on menu choices that will
allow you to eat out, wherever and whenever you want Rip's simple, firefighter-inspired exercise
program that will boost your metabolism and melt your fat away. Medically approved, easy-to-follow,
and amazingly effective, this diet is designed for anyone who wants to make heroic strides in his or her
health, weight, and well-being-all without heroic effort. "Want to be as strong as a Texas firefighter? Or
as healthy as a professional triathlete? Then follow the wonderful advice of Rip Esselstyn, who is both.
His book can save your life--whether you're a man or a woman. Highly recommended!" -Dean Ornish,
M.D., Founder and President, Preventive Medicine Research Institute, Clinical Professor of Medicine, U
of California, SF, author, Dr. Dean Ornish's Program for Reversing Heart Disease
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1000 Mediterranean Meals
Authentic yet easy-to prepare recipes that take their inspiration from Morocco.

America's Test Kitchen Menu Cookbook
1000 Mediterranean Meals brings recipes from Spain, Italy, Greece, Portugal, Egypt, Turkey, France,
Morocco, Lebanon, and other Mediterranean nations straight to your dinner table! Unlike other diets
with strict rules and hard laws, the Mediterranean diet encourages you to eat more whole foods from the
entire food pyramid without sacrificing taste or your health. Incorporating all the traditional healthy
living habits of people from countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea has never been easier.
Mediterranean recipes include lots of vegetables, legumes, whole grains, breads, fruits, nuts, seeds, and
olive oil, as well as plenty of fish, poultry, and small amounts of red meat. By focusing on what goes
into your body and consuming only fresh, unprocessed, and unrefined foods that are (usually) low in
trans fats, you can live a healthier lifestyle without cutting out your favorite foods. Mediterranean food
is not just really good for you, it is also really delicious to eat and pretty to look at. Encompassing the
culinary traditions and cultures of all the countries that border the Mediterranean waters, this is convivial
food that suits the climate and the pace of life, consisting largely of lots of little dishes made out of
tantalizing and delicious local specialties--from grilled fish to delicate filled pastries, tasty stews, and
fresh produce combined into salads. This is food that will enliven even the most jaded palate, where the
key is always variety to satisfy even the hungriest diner. 1000 recipes are just the start of your culinary
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adventures. Most recipes offer additions and substitutions for people that like changing their favorite
dishes around from time to time. Recipes for Antipasti, meze, tapas, salads, breads, pizzas, vegan and
vegetarian delights, pasta, poultry, seafood, desserts, fruit, and more are all included, plus classic recipes
for tzatziki, arancini, hummus, falafel, gazpacho, pizzettes, focaccia bread, plus these delicious meals for
entertaining friends and family (or just yourself): Carpaccio Italian Risotto with Scallops Pumpkin
Gnocchi with Butter & Sage Salad Nic?oise Panzanella Lamb Moussaka Easter Pie Lobster Florentine
Scalloped Potatoes with Prosciutto Classic Spanish Tortilla Almond Ice Cream and more mouth
watering food! Whether you are trying to lose weight, eat healthy, or connect with the culture of your
ancestors, 1000 Mediterranean Meals is here to guide you.

Flavors of Morocco
Takes all the guesswork out of putting together flavorful and practical menus When you're entertaining,
there's no room for failure--you want your food to deliver on taste and presentation--yet you want the
recipes to be approachable enough so that you can enjoy the party, too. Menu planning is hard even for
very experienced cooks, but with The America's Test Kitchen Menu Cookbook, we have taken the
guesswork out of entertaining. The recipes are built and tested so that they complement each other, and
all the logistics have been sorted out. You don't need to worry about oven space or temperature
issues--we've done all that for you. And to keep the process stress-free, make-ahead instructions are built
into individual recipes as well as each menu's game plan. Want to host a fall dinner party but don't want
to get up at the crack of dawn? Try our Rustic Fall Pork Dinner. Simple ham and cheese palmiers made
with puff pastry are a sure-to-impress starter, while the main course is an easy but elegant entree and
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side combo you can make on a sheet pan: roast pork loin with sweet potatoes and cilantro sauce. Tired
of stressing out over Thanksgiving? Follow our timelines from start to finish and you'll be sipping a
glass of wine along with your guests while the bird roasts. Want to bring the party outdoors? Try our
Beat-the-Heat Grilled Shrimp Dinner or Dinner from the Garden. And themed menus like our Tapas
Party, Pizza Night, Mexican Fiesta, and more are both fun and manageable. Stumped by appetizers but
tired of serving crackers and cheese? You'll find plenty of options here, like our Simple Caramelized
Onion Tart with Fig Jam, Blue Cheese, and Prosciutto (store bought pizza dough makes this a snap). Or
try our contemporary take on smoked salmon canapes that features an easy creme fraiche dip, potato
chips, and sliced smoked salmon. Organized around the seasons with menus that serve eight, plus a
special holiday and for-a-crowd chapter, this volume is packed with tips that will help you shop and
budget your time, this book is a must-have for anyone who likes to entertain.

Vegetarian Cooking for Everyone
Moroccan cuisine is a heady mix of spices, aromatic tagines and warm, buttery couscous. This unique
collection of over 50 recipes reveals the treasures of regional Moroccan cooking. Discover all-time
favorites like Caraway Soup, Slow-Cooked Lamb Stews, Spicy Salads, Flat Breads, sublime desserts,
and, of course, Mint Tea—the national drink. Authentic Recipes from Morocco, a collection of delicious
recipes—with explanations of special ingredients and easy-to-follow steps—will help bring the flavors of
this fabled kingdom to your very own home. Stunning location photography and a fascinating
introduction to the culture of Morocco makes this book the perfect companion for your adventure into
Moroccan cuisine. Recipes include: Fresh Fava Bean Salad Goat Cheese Pastries Moroccan Caraway
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Soup Chicken with Apricot Sauce and Pine Nuts Lamb Stuffed with Couscous and Dates Veal with
Crisp-Fried Cauliflower Baked Fish Stuffed with Almonds and Dates Almond Crescents Green Mint
Tea

Everyday Super Food
Everyone's favourite set-and-forget device gets a healthy makeover with over 100 recipes you'll want to
cook again and again. Acclaimed food writer Ross Dobson has compiled his very favourite family
pleasers, packed with veg, using smart carbs and with lots of flexibility for when you need to cater for
those with dietary restrictions. Chapters include Sunday Suppers, Weekday Dinners, Set and Forget,
Soups, Curry Night and Relaxed Weekend.

Plant-Based Cookbook
100 easy and delicious meals on a tight budget with Jack Monroe's A Girl Called Jack. Jack is a cashstrapped single mum living in Southend. When she found herself with a shopping budget of just £10 a
week to feed herself and her young son, she addressed the situation with immense resourcefulness,
creativity and by embracing her local supermarket's 'basics' range. She created recipe after recipe of
delicious, simple and upbeat meals that were outrageously cheap. Learn with Jack Monroe's A Girl
Called Jack how to save money on your weekly shop whilst being less wasteful and creating
inexpensive, tasty food. Recipes include Vegetable Masala Curry for 30p a portion, Pasta alla Genovese
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for 19p a portion, Fig, Rosemary and Lemon Bread for 26p and a Jam Sponge reminiscent of school
days for 23p a portion. 'Sassy, political, and cooking amazing food on £10 a week. We need more like
her' - Xanthe Clay, The Telegraph Jack Monroe is a 24-year-old single mother and local newspaper
reporter. Finding herself with a food budget of just £10 a week, she began to create nutritious recipes to
feed herself and her son. Giving the recipes out to a local food bank, to help others in her situation, she
then began to publish them online on her blog, A Girl Called Jack, which now has thousands of
followers. Jack was awarded the 2013 Fortnum and Mason Judges' Choice Award for the impact that her
blog has had. She lives in Essex with her son.

Saffron & Sumac
Since it was first published in 1973, Couscous and Other Good Food from Morocco has established
itself as the classic work on one of the world’s great cuisines, and in 2008 it was inducted into the James
Beard Cookbook Hall of Fame. From the magnificent bisteeyas (enormous, delicate pies composed of
tissue-thin, buttery layers of pastry and various fillings) to endless varieties of couscous, Paula Wolfert
reveals not only the riches of the Moroccan kitchen but also the variety and flavor of the country itself.
With its outstanding recipes, meticulous and loving research, and keen commitment to the traditions of
its subject, this is one of those rare cookbooks that are as valuable for their good reading as for their
inspired food.

Honey & Co.
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Following on from the success of their award-winning books, Saha, Turquoise and Saraban, Greg and
Lucy Malouf now offer a must-have collection of their delicious recipes. Middle Eastern food is one of
the oldest and most sophisticated cuisines in the world. It's a cuisine that is subtle, elegant and alluring,
using exotic spices such as saffron and cardamom. The book is divided into chapters such as Soups,
Dips, Small Plates, Large Plates, Bakery, Sweet and Larder, making it easy to find the recipe you're
after. Discover the joy of Middle Eastern cooking for yourself with the mouth-watering recipes that Greg
has created for the home kitchen, as he mixes centuries of tradition with modern techniques and flavours
for both the home cook and experienced chef. With over 300 recipes included, this comprehensive
recipe collection is sure to become a classic.

The Healthy Slow Cooker
Einat Admony is a 21st-century balaboosta (Yiddish for “perfect housewife”).She’s a mother and wife,
but also a chef busy running three bustling New York City restaurants. Her debut cookbook features 140
of the recipes she cooks for the people she loves—her children, her husband, and the many friends she
regularly entertains. Here, Einat’s mixed Israeli heritage (Yemenite, Persian) seamlessly blends with the
fresh, sophisticated Mediterranean palate she honed while working in some of New York City’s most
beloved kitchens. The result is a melting pot of meals for every need and occasion: exotic and exciting
dinner-party dishes (harissa-spiced Moroccan fish, beet gnocchi), meals just for kids (chicken schnitzel,
root veggie chips), healthy options (butternut squash and saffron soup, quinoa salad with preserved
lemon and chickpeas), satisfying comfort food (creamy, cheesy potatoes, spicy chili), and so much more.
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15 Minute Meals
SuperVeg celebrates the power and flavour of plants by shining the spotlight on 25 of the most healthgiving vegetables on the planet. In this heartfelt homage, vegetable expert Celia Brooks explores the
formidable nutritional benefits of each veg, providing a wealth of supporting information including
selection, preparation and cooking techniques. Over 100 creative, health-enhancing, everyday vegetarian
recipes cover simple flavour pairings through to more substantial offerings, and bring the joy of
powerful nutrition, deliciousness and versatility to your home kitchen.

The Moon's Our Nearest Neighbour
Simple meals inspired by Israeli street food, by the authors of the best-selling James Beard Book of the
Year, Zahav.

Solo
This enticing collection of more than 75 easy, inventive, well-tested vegan recipes for the incredibly
popular electric pressure cooker, the Instant Pot, is the go-to source for mouthwatering plant-based
weekday meals. The best-selling Instant Pot makes cooking delicious meals a snap! But finding vegan
recipes that are both inspiring and trustworthy has proven difficult, until now. The Essential Vegan
Instant Pot Cookbook presents a collection of quick and easy vegan recipes that cover each meal of the
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day, offering tried-and-true dishes with a modern twist, such as Black Bean Tamale Casserole, Root
Vegetable Tagine with Couscous, African Peanut Stew, Jerk Tofu Wraps, and more. And best of all,
they're all well-tested and authorized by Instant Pot. With beautiful photography and an attractive
package, this book is an indulgence for home cooks who live a plant-based lifestyle as well as healthy
eaters looking to incorporate more meatless Mondays into their week.

Vegan (ish)
'My theory is, if all of us adopted a few more plant-based meals into our diets on a weekly basis, not
only would our food bills go down, but so would our environmental impact.' Delicious and creative
vegan recipes from no 1 bestselling writer and award-winning campaigner Jack Monroe. This full-colour
collection of one hundred simple, affordable recipes is perfect for committed vegans or anyone who
wants to give vegan cooking a try. Packed with inventive, easy and 100% vegan dishes, this gorgeous
book is sure to appeal – whether you are looking to take the leap, want to be a little kinder to the planet,
need ideas to cook for a vegan friend, or simply want to put some more plant power in your everyday
cooking. From Breakfast Muckmuffins to Beet Wellington, and Kinda-Carbonara to Bakewell Tart,
Jack's easy, vibrant home cooking is tasty, tempting and surprisingly uncomplicated.

The Food of Morocco
Get ready to experience a tantalizing side of slow cooking with this one-stop guide to the delicious
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world of tagines. Named for the traditional Moroccan cooking vessel, these mouthwatering meals are
simmered to perfection, ensuring every bite is infused with the maximum amount of flavor. Including
traditional recipes such as Chicken with Pomegranate and Walnuts and Fish with Chickpeas and
Peppers, this deck also features modern classics that show the versatility of the tagine—such as Catalan
Beef Ragout and Ossobuco alla Milanese. And with professional tips and tricks throughout, this deck
makes it easy for anyone to master the fine art of tagine cooking.

Arabesque
From the author of the No.1 Bestseller MOB Kitchen: Feed 4 or more for under £10 Having taken the
social media world by storm with his 1-minute, how-to-make recipe videos, MOB Kitchen founder Ben
Lebus is back with his second book MOB Veggie. Perfect for the vegetarian cook on a budget, and
stuffed with delicious, easy and accessible dishes that absolutely anyone can cook with the aim of
feeding four people for under £10. Featuring delicious recipes such as Miso-glazed Sticky Aubergine
with Sesame Rice, Sweet Potato Gnocchi and Jackfruit Curry, MOB Veggie contains all the inspiration
you need to make budget meals to impress your friends and family, any time. Chapters include: Brunch
MOB, Fresh MOB, Speedy MOB, Fuss-free MOB, Flashy MOB and Fakeaway MOB. Every MOB
Kitchen recipe is affordable, healthy, delicious, beautiful and easy to make. Unlike most budget cooking
sites, MOB Kitchen doesn’t make any absurd store-cupboard assumptions. All that is expected is that
you have salt, pepper, olive oil and a small budget, nothing more. Get cooking!
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A Girl Called Jack
Jamie’s 15 Minute Meals is a classic cookbook meant to arm readers with the skills to create great meals
quickly. In Jamie’s trademark style, the recipes are methodical, clever and fun-drawing on inspiration
from all over the world; embracing the tastes that we all love; playing on classic chicken, steak and pasta
dishes; looking at Asian-inspired street food and brilliant Moroccan flavours; putting together great
salads and so much more. These are some of the quickest and easiest meals Jamie’s ever done.

The Engine 2 Diet
Start your culinary journey by discovering Kemia & Salads. Kemia are small bites eaten at the start of a
meal. Try recipes for Mini Fish Kefta with Saffron or a Carrot and Cumin Salad with Orange Flower
Water. Next enjoy Soups, Breads & Savoury Pastries. Try Rustic Tomato and Vegetable Soup with Rasel-Hanout or Creamy Pumpkin Soup with Aniseed and Saffron, served with Moroccan Country Bread.
Bake the Classic Chicken Pie with Cinnamon (Bâ€™Stilla); or little Pastries Filled with Spicy Minced
Meat. A chapter on Tagines, Kâ€™dras & Couscous features the popular Lamb Tagine with Almonds,
Prunes and Apricots; Chicken Tagine with Preserved Lemons, Green Olives and Thyme; Kâ€™dras
(stews), such as Chicken Kâ€™dras with Chickpeas, Raisins and Red Peppers, all served with buttery
couscous. Grills, Pan-fries & Roasts include Souk Kebabs with Roasted Cumin and Paprika; Baked
Trout Stuffed with Dates; and Roast Duck with Honey, Pears and Figs. Delicious Vegetables, Side
Dishes & Preserves include Casablancan Stuffed Tomatoes and Honey-glazed Pumpkin with Spices.
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Finally, Sweet Snacks, Desserts & Drinks brings treats such as Fresh Figs with Walnuts and Honey and
Rose-flavoured Milk Pudding â€“ all perfect served with Mint Tea. Throughout the book are essays on
key aspects of Moroccan culinary culture, from The Olive and the Argan to The Souks, Spices and
Sensual Flavours, that help to bring the food of this vibrant and exotic land to life.

Balaboosta
Jamie's Everyday Super Food makes eating well delicious, easy and fun No matter how busy you are,
you'll find that healthy eating the Jamie way is both simple and achievable, making it super easy to
choose exactly the kind of meals that suit you. The book is divided into breakfasts (up to 400 calories),
lunches (up to 600 calories) and dinners (up to 600 calories), and every tasty meal is nutritionally
balanced so that any combination over the day will bring you in under your recommended daily
allowance of calories (2000 women/2,500 men), allowing you to enjoy snacks and drinks on the side.
You can eat Smoothie Pancakes with Berries, Banana, Yoghurt and Nuts for breakfast, Tasty Fish Tacos
with Game-Changing Kiwi, Lime and Chilli Salsa for lunch and Griddled Steak and Peppers with HerbyJewelled Tabbouleh Rice for dinner, and still be healthy! Whether you dip in and out of it, eat from the
book Monday to Friday or use it faithfully every day for a month, it's totally up to you. In Everyday
Super Food, Jamie's done all the hard work for you - all you need to do is choose a delicious recipe,
cook it up and, most importantly, enjoy it. Every meal in this book is a good choice and will bring you a
step closer to a healthier, happier you. 'Packed with vitamins, bursting with flavour: irresistible new
recipes from Jamie Oliver' Sunday Times 'The healthy recipes that helped Jamie lose two stone' Sunday
Times 'Our failsafe foodie of choice' Sunday Times 'Jamie Oliver is great - I'd put him in charge of the
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country' Guardian

The Essential Vegan Instant Pot Cookbook
Chasing dreams of their own photographic business, Ghillie Basan and her husband Jonathan swap the
comfort of their Edinburgh home for Corrunich - a remote cottage at the foot of the Cairngorms. With
jumping cows for company, the Basans begin their new life with no electricity and heavy snowstorms.
Generators break down and roads quickly become blocked, but the couple have a series of adventures
with a fascinating mix of local farmers, terrified tourists, an African president, and their two babies,
Yasmin and Zeki. The Moon's our Nearest Neighbour is a heart-warming, amusing account of a life
lived in the picturesque beauty of highland Scotland; of the ferocious weather and the spectacularly
starry skies; and, most of all, of the tremendous strength of spirit in coming to terms with the hardships
and isolation of a new lifestyle.

Malouf
Step inside Easy Tagine with simple-to-follow recipes and gorgeous photography, and immerse yourself
in the fabulous scents, tastes and colours that are rife in Moroccan cuisine. Step inside Easy Tagine with
simple-to-follow recipes and gorgeous photography, and immerse yourself in the fabulous scents, tastes
and colours that are rife in Moroccan cuisine. In this collection of aromatic tagines, salads, side dishes,
and sweet things, you’ll be sure to find best-loved classics from the Moroccan kitchen. Using all sorts of
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fabulous herbs and spices—including cinnamon, ginger, turmeric, mint, cumin and coriander (to name
only a few!)—this compilation of incredible North African recipes will soon have your kitchen smelling
delicious. Learn how to make traditional lamb tagines and all of their amazing variations in the section
dedicated to the famous dish. Then discover how to make options such as a Chorizo Tagine with Lentils
and Fenugreek, or a Duck Tagine with Pears and Cinnamon. The mixture of sweet and spice is essential
to sumptuous Moroccan food, and with this book, you'll learn how to master it all. Explore the myriad of
varieties with beef tagines, seafood tagines, vegetable tagines, a section on couscous, a chapter on sweet
treats and drinks, and so much more! You’ll never need to step out of your home for a taste of Morocco
again!

MOB Veggie
Beans, pulses and legumes can be used dried, fresh, sprouted, or ground into flour. The nutritional
benefits are many: they contain vitamins, minerals, potassium, selenium, magnesium and calcium that
can help stave away different types of illness. We're all aware that we should be eating more of them,
but what do you do with them? This timely cookbook contains 85 deliciously appealing everyday
recipes that are tasty, filling, health-enhancing and, to the uninitiated at least, surprisingly elegant and
sophisticated.

Couscous and Other Good Food from Morocco
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Few meals are more satisfying than a hearty tagine--the rich, fragrant Moroccan stew that is served from
its own elegant cooking vessel, also called a tagine. Meat, poultry, fish, or vegetables are simmered
gently in the steam of the pot's conical lid, and the food, deliciously flavored with spices and fruit,
remains tender and moist. In Ghillie Basan's collection of aromatic tagines you will find some of the bestloved classics of the Moroccan kitchen, such as Lamb Tagine with Prunes, Apricots, and Almonds, and
the tangy Chicken Tagine with Green Olives and Lemon. Also included are less traditional but equally
delectable recipes for beef and meatball tagines. If you enjoy a succulent fish dish, you can try Monkfish
Tagine with Potatoes, Cherry Tomatoes, and Olives, or Red Mullet with Lemon and Mint. For
vegetarians there is a varied choice, from a sweet, syrupy tagine of Yams, Carrots, and Prunes to a
summery dish of Artichoke Hearts with Peas and Saffron. Every recipe includes suggestions for
accompaniments and side dishes. The perfect introduction to the distinctive tastes of Morocco.Ghillie
Basan has worked in different parts of the world as a cookery writer, restaurant critic and journalist. She
is Cordon Bleu trained and has a degree in Social Anthropology. She has written a number of highly
acclaimed books on classic cuisines of the Middle East and South-east Asia, and her food and travel
articles have appeared in the Sunday Herald, Scotland on Sunday and BBC Good Food Magazine.

The Tagine Deck
What Julia Child is to French cooking and Marcella Hazan is to Italian cooking, Deborah Madison is to
contemporary vegetarian cooking. At Greens restaurant in San Francisco, where she was the founding
chef, and in her two acclaimed vegetarian cookbooks, Madison elevated vegetarian cooking to new
heights of sophistication, introducing many people to the joy of cooking without meat, whether
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occasionally or for a lifetime. But after her many years as a teacher and writer, she realized that there
was no comprehensive primer for vegetarian cooking, no single book that taught vegetarians basic
cooking techniques, how to combine ingredients, and how to present vegetarian dishes with style. Now,
in a landmark cookbook that has been six years in the making, Madison teaches readers how to build
flavor into vegetable dishes, how to develop vegetable stocks, and how to choose, care for, and cook the
many vegetables available to cooks today. Vegetarian Cooking for Everyone is the most comprehensive
vegetarian cookbook ever published. The 1,400 recipes, which range from appetizers to desserts, are
colorful and imaginative as well as familiar and comforting. Madison introduces readers to innovative
main course salads; warm and cold soups; vegetable braises and cobblers; golden-crusted gratins; Italian
favorites like pasta, polenta, pizza, and risotto; savory tarts and galettes; grilled sandwiches and
quesadillas; and creative dishes using grains and heirloom beans. At the heart of the book is the A-to-Z
vegetable chapter, which describes the unique personalities of readily available vegetables, the sauces
and seasonings that best complement them, and the simplest ways to prepare them. "Becoming a Cook"
teaches cooking basics, from holding a knife to planning a menu, and "Foundations of Flavor" discusses
how to use sauces, herbs, spices, oils, and vinegars to add flavor and character to meatless dishes. In
each chapter, the recipes range from those suitable for everyday dining to dishes for special occasions.
And through it all, Madison presents a philosophy of cooking that is both practical and inspiring.
Despite its focus on meatless cooking, Vegetarian Cooking for Everyone is not just for vegetarians: It's
for everyone interested in learning how to cook vegetables creatively, healthfully, and passionately. The
recipes are remarkably straightforward, using easy-to-find ingredients in inspiring combinations. Some
are simple, others more complex, but all are written with an eye toward the seasonality of produce. And
Madison's joyful and free-spirited approach to cooking will send you into the kitchen with confidence
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and enthusiasm. Whether you are a kitchen novice or an experienced cook, this wonderful cookbook has
something for everyone. From the Hardcover edition.

150 Best Tagine Recipes
This edition has been adapted for the US market. From simple suppers and family favorites, to weekend
dishes for sharing with friends, this book is packed full of phenomenal food - pure and simple. Whether
it's embracing a meat-free day or two each week, living a vegetarian lifestyle, or just wanting to try some
brilliant new flavor combinations, this book ticks all the boxes. Super-tasty, brilliantly simple, but
inventive veg dishes include: · AMAZING VEGGIE CHILI, comforting black rice, zingy crunchy salsa
and chili-rippled yogurt · GREENS MAC 'N' CHEESE with leek, broccoli & spinach and a toasted
almond topping · VEGGIE PAD THAI, crispy fried eggs, special tamarind & tofu sauce and peanut
sprinkle · SUPER SPINACH PANCAKES with avocado, tomato and cottage cheese · SUMMER
TAGLIATELLE, basil & almond pesto, broken potatoes and delicate green veg With chapters on Soups
& Sandwiches, Brunch, Pies & Bakes, Curries & Stews, Salads, Burgers & Fritters, Pasta, Rice &
Noodles, and Traybakes there's something tasty for every occasion. Sharing simple tips and tricks that
will excite the taste buds, this book will give you the confidence to up your vegetable intake and widen
your recipe repertoire, safe in the knowledge that it'll taste utterly delicious. It will also leave you feeling
full, satisfied and happy - and not missing meat from your plate. “It's all about celebrating really good,
tasty food that just happens to be meat-free.” Jamie Oliver
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Vegetarian Tagines and Couscous
Discover Easy Moroccan Cooking. Get your copy of the best and most unique Moroccan recipes from
BookSumo Press! Come take a journey with us into the delights of easy cooking. The point of this
cookbook and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the effortless nature of cooking simply. In this book we
focus on Moroccan cooking. The Moroccan Cookbook is a complete set of simple but very unique
Moroccan recipes. You will find that even though the recipes are simple, the tastes are quite amazing. So
will you join us in an adventure of simple cooking? Here is a Preview of the Moroccan Recipes You
Will Learn: Herbed Grilled Chicken Breasts Saucy Moroccan Meatballs Tagine Casablanca Chicken
Spicy Salmon Fillets Zesty Carrot Salad Sweet Prunes Lamb Stew Traditional Quick Moroccan
Couscous Span-roccan Tilapia Stew Moroccan Style Chops Spiced Up Baked Lamb Hearty Artichokes
Stew Blooming Cauli-Beef Stew Vegan Veggies Stew Basmati Pilaf Zesty Pimento Chicken Full
Moroccan Dinner Veggies Pilaf Skillet Kalamata and Currents Tagine Minty Lamb Chops Orangy
Chicken Stew Chili Squash and Lamb Stew Stuffed Bell Pepper Caps Much, much more! Again
remember these recipes are unique so be ready to try some new things. Also remember that the style of
cooking used in this cookbook is effortless. So even though the recipes will be unique and great tasting,
creating them will take minimal effort! Related Searches: Moroccan cookbook, Moroccan recipes,
Moroccan recipe book, Moroccan, Moroccan food, Moroccan cooking, Moroccan cuisine

Real Mexican Food
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Paula Wolfert's name is synonymous with revealing the richres of authentic Mediterranean cooking,
especially the cuisine of Morocco. In The Food of Morocco, she brings to bear more than forty years of
experience of, love of, and original research on the traditional food of that country. The result is the
definitive book on Moroccan cuisine, from tender Berber skillet bread to spiced hariria (the classic soup
made with lentils and chickpeas), from chicken with tangy preserved lemon and olives to steamed sweet
and savoury breast of lamb stuffed with couscous and dates. The recipes are clear and inviting, and
infused with the author's unparalleled knowledge of this delicious food. Essays illuminate the essential
elements of Moroccan flavour and emphasise the accessibility of once hard-to-find ingredients such as
saffron, argan oil and Moroccan cumin seed.

Authentic Recipes from Morocco
The long-awaited memoir from cultural icon and culinary standard bearer Alice Waters recalls the
circuitous road and tumultuous times leading to the opening of what is arguably America's most
influential restaurant. When Alice Waters opened the doors of her "little French restaurant" in Berkeley,
California in 1971 at the age of 27, no one ever anticipated the indelible mark it would leave on the
culinary landscape—Alice least of all. Fueled in equal parts by naiveté and a relentless pursuit of beauty
and pure flavor, she turned her passion project into an iconic institution that redefined American cuisine
for generations of chefs and food lovers. In Coming to My Senses Alice retraces the events that led her
to 1517 Shattuck Avenue and the tumultuous times that emboldened her to find her own voice as a cook
when the prevailing food culture was embracing convenience and uniformity. Moving from a repressive
suburban upbringing to Berkeley in 1964 at the height of the Free Speech Movement and campus unrest,
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she was drawn into a bohemian circle of charismatic figures whose views on design, politics, film, and
food would ultimately inform the unique culture on which Chez Panisse was founded. Dotted with
stories, recipes, photographs, and letters, Coming to My Senses is at once deeply personal and modestly
understated, a quietly revealing look at one woman's evolution from a rebellious yet impressionable
follower to a respected activist who effects social and political change on a global level through the
common bond of food.

Easy Tagine
From the Michelin-starred chef and Iron Chef America and Top Chef Masters contestant—a hilarious,
self-deprecating, gorgeous new cookbook—the ultimate guide to cooking for one. With four-color
illustrations by Julia Rothman throughout. The life of a chef can be a lonely one, with odd hours and latenight meals. But as a result, Anita Lo believes that cooking and dining for one can, and should, be
blissful and empowering. In Solo, she gives us a guide to self-love through the best means
possible—delicious food—in 101 accessible, contemporary, and sophisticated recipes that serve one.
Drawn from her childhood, her years spent cooking around the world, and her extensive travels, these
are globally inspired dishes from Lo’s own repertoire that cater to the home table. Think Steamed
Seabass with Shiitakes; Smoky Eggplant and Scallion Frittata; Duck Bolognese; Chicken Pho; Slow
Cooker Shortrib with Caramelized Endive; Broccoli Stem Slaw; Chicken Tagine with Couscous; and
Peanut Butter Chocolate Pie—even a New England clambake for one. (Pssst! Want to share? Don’t
worry, these recipes are easily multiplied!)
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Tagines & Couscous
In the 1960s Claudia Roden introduced Americans to a new world of tastes in her classic A Book of
Middle Eastern Food. Now, in her enchanting new book, Arabesque, she revisits the three countries with
the most exciting cuisines today—Morocco, Turkey, and Lebanon. Interweaving history, stories, and her
own observations, she gives us 150 of the most delectable recipes: some of them new discoveries, some
reworkings of classic dishes—all of them made even more accessible and delicious for today’s home
cook. From Morocco, the most exquisite and refined cuisine of North Africa: couscous dishes;
multilayered pies; delicately flavored tagines; ways of marrying meat, poultry, or fish with fruit to create
extraordinary combinations of spicy, savory, and sweet. From Turkey, a highly sophisticated cuisine that
dates back to the Ottoman Empire yet reflects many new influences today: a delicious array of kebabs,
fillo pies, eggplant dishes in many guises, bulgur and chickpea salads, stuffed grape leaves and peppers,
and sweet puddings. From Lebanon, a cuisine of great diversity: a wide variety of mezze (those tempting
appetizers that can make a meal all on their own); dishes featuring sun-drenched Middle Eastern
vegetables and dried legumes; and national specialties such as kibbeh, meatballs with pine nuts, and
lamb shanks with yogurt. Claudia Roden knows this part of the world so intimately that we delight in
being in such good hands as she translates the subtle play of flavors and simple cooking techniques to
our own home kitchens.

Beans and Pulses Cookbook
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From the aromatic tagines of Morocco, to the sweet and sticky pastries that are a legacy of the Ottoman
empire, explore the food and rich culinary traditions of the Middle East and the Maghreb with 65
authentic recipes. The fragrant flavors of the Middle East are steeped in a fascinating history of ancient
empires and dynasties, wars, and diverse religions, and the east-west trade routes, all of which have had
a lasting influence on the culinary cultures of this vast and turbulent region. The book by award-winning
food writer Ghillie Basan chronicles the foods that you would encounter should you travel these ancient
lands—they are the recipes that have truly stood the test of time. Recipes include small mezze plates for
sharing; meat, poultry, and fish dishes that indulge all of your senses with sumptuous aromas and
flavors; vibrant jewel-bright salads, vegetable dishes, and grain bowls, and lastly sweet mouthfuls and
drinks influenced by the opulence of the Persian and Ottoman courts make the perfect ending to your
Middle Eastern feast.

Tagine
Tagines are the rich and aromatic casseroles that form the basis of traditional Moroccan cooking. These
hearty one-pot meals, flavored with fragrant spices, are cooked and served from an elegant, specially
designed cooking vessel, also called a tagine. In Ghillie Basan's collection of deliciously authentic
recipes you will find some of the best-loved classics of the Moroccan kitchen, such as the sumptuous
Lamb Tagine with Dates, Almonds, and Pistachios, and the tangy Chicken Tagine with Preserved
Lemon, Green Olives, and Thyme. Also included are less traditional but equally delicious recipes for
beef and fish—try Beef Tagine with Sweet Potatoes, Peas, and Ginger or a tagine of Monkfish, Potatoes,
Tomatoes, and Black Olives. Substantial vegetable tagines include Baby Eggplant with Cilantro and
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Mint, and Butternut Squash, Shallots, Golden Raisins, and Almonds. Recipes for variations on couscous,
the classic accompaniment to tagines, are also given, plus plenty of ideas for fresh-tasting salads and
vegetable sides to serve alongside and complete your Moroccan-style feast.

Coming to My Senses
Experience the true taste of Morocco with these delicious aromatic vegetarian and vegan casseroles.
Fragrantly spiced and comforting, tagines are easy to prepare and sure to satisfy at every occasion. And
prepared without meat (and often without dairy, too) they are not only economical, but also one of the
best ways to enjoy seasonal produce. In this collection of authentic Moroccan recipes, you will find
some of the best-loved tagines, from Lighter Tagines, such as Roasted Cherry Tomato Tagine with Feta
and Preserved Lemon or Roasted Pear, Fig and Walnut Tagine with Fennel, to Hearty Tagines including
Roasted Sweet Potato Tagine with Ginger, Cinnamon and Honey or Spicy Carrot Tagine with
Chickpeas, Turmeric and Coriander. Along with the tagines, you will find recipes for its traditional
accompaniment, couscous, prepared in a variety of exciting ways, as well as recipes for appetizers and
other dishes to serve alongside. Create your own aromatic feast, worthy of any Moroccan kitchen.

Moroccan Cookbook
A new and vibrant vegan cookbook authorized by Instant Pot, from the creator of the Rainbow Plant
Life blog. With food and photos as vivid, joyous, and wholesome as the title of her popular cooking
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blog--Rainbow Plant Life--suggests, Nisha Vora shares nourishing recipes with her loyal followers
daily. Now, in her debut cookbook, she makes healthy, delicious everyday cooking a snap with more
than 90 nutritious (and colorful!) recipes you can make easily with the magic of an Instant Pot pressure
cooker. With a comprehensive primer to the machine and all its functions, you, too, can taste the
rainbow with a full repertoire of vegan dishes. Start the day with Nisha's Homemade Coconut Yogurt or
Breakfast Enchilada Casserole, then move on to hearty mains like Miso Mushroom Risotto, and even
decadent desserts including Double Fudge Chocolate Cake and Red Wine-Poached Pears. The Vegan
Instant Pot Cookbook will quickly become a go-to source of inspiration in your kitchen.

Israeli Soul
Benito's Hat aims to deliver everything that is exciting and fresh about Mexican food to the people of
Britain, banishing old perceptions of heavy, greasy Tex Mex. From the beaches of Baja and Cancun to
the mountains of the Sierra Madre, Mexico has an incredible variety of vibrant flavours to offer. All of
this rich culinary culture has inspired Benito's Hat's delicious burritos, tacos, soups and salads. Benito's
Hat founder, Ben Fordham, and his Mexican chef Felipe Fuentes Cruz have created a cookbook showcasing their favourite dishes from the restaurant, plus many more from Felipe's collection of authentic
recipes. In this fabulous cookbook, you'll find Snacks &Starters; Soups & Salads; Main Courses; Side
Dishes; Salsas; Desserts; and Drinks. Mouth-watering recipes include guacamole with homemade corn
tortilla chips, Benito's Hat burritos with beef birria, pico de gallo and salsa brava, tacos with sautéed
prawns, garlic and paprika, refried beans with chorizo, Mexican flan and plenty of margaritas and fruit
juices. Felipe Fuentes Cruz was born in Puebla, Mexico and has worked in the US, Spain and now
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London. While working in a Mexican restaurant in 2006, he met Ben Fordham , who had fallen in love
with real Mexican food when he lived in Texas. They had the same dream of bringing great Mexican
food to London and in 2008, Benito's Hat was born.

SuperVeg
With more than 200 marvelous recipes and beautiful color photography, DK's plant-based-only
cookbook also provides nutritional information, tips on transitioning to a plant-based diet, and advice for
the newbie on easy plant-based cooking techniques. Whether by choice or by a doctor's orders, readers
will get all of the information they need to make satisfying meals without meat and dairy.

Ultimate Veg
These hearty one-pot meals, flavoured with fragrant spices, are cooked and served from an elegant,
specially designed cooking vessel, also called a tagine. In Ghillie Basan’s collection of deliciously
authentic recipes you will find some of the best-loved classics of the Moroccan kitchen.

The Vegan Instant Pot Cookbook
Experience the true taste of Morocco with these delicious aromatic vegetarian and vegan casseroles.
Named after the earthenware pot in which they are traditionally prepared, tagines are fragrantly spiced
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and comforting, easy to make and sure to satisfy at every occasion. And prepared without meat (and
often without dairy, too) they are not only economical, but also one of the best ways to enjoy seasonal
produce. In this collection of authentic Moroccan recipes, you will find some of the best-loved tagines,
from Lighter Tagines, such as Roasted Cherry Tomato Tagine with Feta and Preserved Lemon or
Roasted Pear, Fig and Walnut Tagine with Fennel, to Hearty Tagines including Roasted Sweet Potato
Tagine with Ginger, Cinnamon and Honey or Spicy Carrot Tagine with Chickpeas, Turmeric and
Coriander. Along with the tagines, you will find recipes for its traditional accompaniment, couscous,
prepared in a variety of exciting ways, as well as recipes for appetizers and other dishes to serve
alongside. Create your own aromatic feast, worthy of any Moroccan kitchen.
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